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Thank you for this opportunity to testify at your hearing on the threat posed by
electromagnetic pulse (EMP) to critical infrastructure.
Natural EMP from a geomagnetic super-storm, like the1859 Carrington Event or 1921
Railroad Storm, and nuclear EMP attack from terrorists or rogue states, as practiced by
North Korea during the nuclear crisis of 2013, are both existential threats that could kill 9 of
10 Americans through starvation, disease, and societal collapse.
A natural EMP catastrophe or nuclear EMP attack could blackout the national electric grid
for months or years and collapse all the other critical infrastructures--communications,
transportation, banking and finance, food and water--necessary to sustain modern society
and the lives of 310 million Americans.
Passage of the SHIELD Act to protect the national electric grid is urgently necessary. In
2010, after the House unanimously passed the GRID Act, if one Senator had not put a hold
on the bill, today in 2014 the nation would already be protected, since it would take about
3.5 years to harden the grid.
Passage of the Critical Infrastructure Protection Act (CIPA) to create a new National
Planning Scenario focused on EMP is urgently necessary. As the National Planning
Scenarios are the basis for all federal, state and local emergency planning, training, and
resource allocation, an EMP National Planning Scenario would immediately and
significantly improve national preparedness for an EMP catastrophe.
The single most important thing Congress could do to protect the American people from
EMP, and from all other threats to critical infrastructures, is pass the Critical Infrastructure
Protection Act, which bill is or soon will be before this Committee for consideration.
Thousands of emergency planners and first responders at the federal, state, and local level
want to protect our nation and their States and communities from the EMP threat. But they
are seriously hindered and even prohibited from doing so because the EMP threat is not
among the 15 canonical National Planning Scenarios utilized by the Department of
Homeland Security.
Passage of the Critical Infrastructure Protection Act would immediately mobilize thousands
of emergency planners and first responders at all levels of government, and educate millions
of others, about the EMP threat and how to prepare for it.
Passage of the Critical Infrastructure Protection Act would immediately help States that are
frustrated with lack of action on EMP in Washington, and are trying to launch initiatives
protecting their electrical grids from EMP, as is being attempted now in Maine, Virginia,
Oklahoma, and Florida.
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Passage of the Critical Infrastructure Protection Act would educate all States about the EMP
threat and help them protect their critical infrastructures.
For example, projects in New York and Massachusetts to harden their State grids against
severe weather caused by climate change should include protection against an EMP event,
which is the worst threat to the grid. If the grid is protected against EMP, it will mitigate all
lesser threats, including cyber attack, sabotage, and severe weather.
Given the amounts of money being spent in New York and Massachusetts on grid hardening
against severe weather, significant EMP protection can probably be accomplished now
within their current budgets. But the cost of EMP protection will increase significantly if
they delay and attempt remediation later.
EMP is a clear and present danger. A Carrington-class coronal mass ejection narrowly
missed the Earth in July 2012. Last April, during the nuclear crisis with North Korea over
Kim Jong-Un's threatened nuclear strikes against the United States, Pyongyang apparently
practiced an EMP attack with its KSM-3 satellite, that passed over the U.S. heartland and
over the Washington, D.C.-New York City corridor. Iran, estimated to be within two
months of nuclear weapons by the Administration, has a demonstrated capability to launch
an EMP attack from a vessel at sea. The Iranian Revolutionary Guard Navy commenced
patrols off the East Coast of the United States in February.
Thank you for your attention to EMP, which is the least understood but gravest threat to our
society. This concludes my remarks.

WHAT IS EMP?
Nuclear, Natural, and Non-Nuclear EMP
An electromagnetic pulse (EMP) is a super-energetic radio wave that can destroy,
damage or cause the malfunction of electronic systems by overloading their circuits. EMP is
harmless to people biologically, passing through their bodies without injury, like a radio
wave. But by damaging electronic systems that make modern society possible, that enable
computers to function and airliners to fly for example, EMP can cause mass destruction of
property and life.
A single nuclear weapon detonated at high-altitude will generate an electromagnetic
pulse that can cause catastrophic damage across the entire contiguous United States to the
critical infrastructures--electric power, telecommunications, transportation, banking and
finance, food and water--that sustain modern civilization and the lives of 310 million
Americans. Nature can also generate an EMP causing similarly catastrophic consequences
across the entire contiguous United States--or even across the entire planet--by means of a
solar flare from the Sun that causes on Earth a great geomagnetic storm. Non-nuclear
weapons, often referred to as radiofrequency weapons, can also generate an EMP, much
more limited in range than a nuclear weapon, that can damage electronics, and could cause
the collapse of critical infrastructures locally, perhaps with cascading effects over an area as
large as a major city.
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Nuclear EMP
Any nuclear warhead detonated at high-altitude, 30 kilometers or more above the
Earth's surface, will generate an electromagnetic pulse. The immediate effects of EMP are
disruption of, and damage to, electronic systems and electrical infrastructure. EMP is not
reported in the scientific literature to have direct harmful effects on people. Because an
EMP attack would detonate a nuclear warhead at high-altitude, no other nuclear effects-such as blast, thermal radiation, or radioactive fallout--would be experienced by people on
the ground or flying through the atmosphere. However, because modern civilization and
life itself now depends upon electricity and electronics, an EMP attack is a high-tech means
of killing millions of people the old fashioned way--through starvation, disease, and societal
collapse.
Gamma rays, and the fireball from a high-altitude nuclear detonation, interact with
the atmosphere to produce a super-energetic radio wave--the EMP--that covers everything
within line-of-sight from the explosion to the Earth's horizon. Thus, even a relatively lowaltitude EMP attack, where the nuclear warhead is detonated at an altitude of 30 kilometers,
will generate a damaging EMP field over a vast area, covering a region equivalent to New
England, all of New York, and half of Pennsylvania. A nuclear weapon detonated at an
altitude of 400 kilometers over the center of the United States would place an EMP field
over the entire contiguous United States and parts of Canada and Mexico.
The EMP generated by a nuclear weapon has three components, designated by the
U.S. scientific-technical community E1, E2, and E3.
E1 is caused by gamma rays, emitted by the nuclear warhead, that knocks electrons
off of molecules in the upper atmosphere, causing the electrons to rotate rapidly around the
lines of the Earth's magnetic field, a phenomenon termed the Compton Effect. The E1
component of nuclear EMP is a shockwave, transmitting thousands of volts of energy in
mere nanoseconds of time, and having a high-frequency (short) wavelength that can couple
directly into small objects, like personal computers, automobiles, and transformers. E1 is
unique to nuclear weapons and is too fast and too energetic to be arrested by protective
devices used for lightening.
The E2 component of a nuclear EMP is comparable to lightening in its energetic
content and medium (milliseconds) frequency and wavelength. Protective devices used for
lightening are effective against E2.
E3 is caused by the fireball of a nuclear explosion, the expanding and then
collapsing fireball causing the Earth's magnetic field to oscillate, generating electric currents
in the very large objects that can couple into the low frequency, long (seconds) wavelength
part of the EMP that is E3. The E3 waveform can couple directly only into objects having
at least one dimension of great length. Electric power and telecommunications lines, that
run for kilometers in many directions, are ideally suited for receiving E3. Although E3
compared to E1 appears to deliver little energy, just volts per meter, this is multiplied
manifold by power and telecommunications lines that are typically many kilometers long,
building up E3 currents that can melt Extremely High Voltage (EHV) transformers,
typically designed to handle 750,000 volts. Small electronics can also be destroyed by E3 if
they are connected in any way to an E3 receiver--like a personal computer plugged into an
electric outlet, which of course is connected to power lines that are ideal E3 receivers, or
like the electronic servo-mechanisms that operate the controls of large passenger airliners,
that can receive E3 through the metal skin of the aircraft wings and body.
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Protective devices used for lightening are not effective against E3, that can build up
energy sufficient to overwhelm lightening arrestors and bypass them through electrical
arcing.
EMP and its effects were observed during the U.S. and Soviet atmospheric test
programs in 1962. The 1962 U.S. STARFISH nuclear detonation--not designed or
intended as an EMP generator--at an altitude of about 400 kilometers above Johnston Island
in the Pacific Ocean, surprised the U.S. scientific community by producing EMP. Some
electronic systems in the Hawaiian Islands, 1400 kilometers distant, were affected, causing
the failure of street lights, tripping circuit breakers, triggering burglar alarms, and damage to
telecommunications. In their testing that year, the Soviets executed a series of nuclear
detonations in which they exploded 300 kiloton weapons at approximately 300, 150, and 60
kilometers above their test site in South Central Asia. They report that on each shot they
observed damage to overhead and underground buried cables at distances of 600 kilometers.
They also observed surge arrestor burnout, spark-gap breakdown, blown fuses, and power
supply breakdowns.
In the years since 1962, the U.S. scientific and defense community established
incontrovertibly, by means of nuclear tests and EMP simulators, that an EMP attack could
have catastrophic effects by destroying electronic systems over broad regions--potentially
over the entire contiguous United States.
Because so much information about EMP was largely classified for so long, myths
abound about EMP, that the EMP Commission has endeavored to correct in its unclassified
reports and briefings. For example, a high-yield nuclear weapon is not necessary to make
an EMP attack. Although a high-yield weapon will generally make a more powerful EMP
field than a low-yield nuclear weapon, ALL nuclear weapons produce gamma rays and
EMP. The EMP Commission found, by testing modern electronics in simulators, that ANY
nuclear weapon can potentially make a catastrophic EMP attack on the United States. Even
a very low yield nuclear weapon--like a 1-kiloton nuclear artillery shell--will produce
enough EMP to pose a catastrophic threat. This is so in part because the U.S. electric grid is
so aged and overburdened, and because the high-tech electronics that support the electric
grid and other critical infrastructures are over one million times more vulnerable to EMP
than the electronics of the 1960s.
The EMP Commission also found that, contrary to the claim that high-yield nuclear
weapons are necessary for an EMP attack, that very low-yield nuclear weapons of special
design can produce significantly more EMP than high-yield nuclear weapons. The EMP
Commission found further that Russia, probably China, and possibly North Korea are
already in possession of such weapons. Russian military writings call these "Super-EMP"
nuclear weapons, and credibly claim that they can generate 200 kilovolts per meter--many
times the 30 KVs/meter attributed to a high-yield (20 megaton) nuclear weapon of normal
design. Yet a Super-EMP warhead can have a tiny explosive yield, perhaps only 1 kiloton,
because it is specially designed to produce primarily gamma rays that generate the E1
electromagnetic shockwave component of the EMP effect. Super-EMP weapons are
specialized to generate an overwhelming E1, and produce no E2 or E3 but do not need to, as
their E1 is so potent.
In 2004, credible Russian sources warned the EMP Commission that design
information and "brain drain" from Russia had transferred to North Korea the capability to
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build a Super-EMP nuclear weapon "within a few years." In 2006 and again in 2008, North
Korea tested a nuclear device of very low yield, 1-3 kilotons, and declared these tests
successful. South Korean military intelligence, in open source reporting, independently
corroborates the Russian warning that North Korea is developing a Super-EMP nuclear
warhead. North Korea's proclivity to sell anything to anyone, including missiles and
nuclear technology to fellow rogue nations Iran and Syria, makes Pyongyang's possession
of Super-EMP nuclear weapons especially worrisome.
Another myth is that rogue states or terrorists need a sophisticated intercontinental
ballistic missile to make an EMP attack. In fact, any missile, including short-range missiles
that can deliver a nuclear warhead to an altitude of 30 kilometers or more, can make a
catastrophic EMP attack on the United States, by launching off a ship or freighter. Indeed,
Iran has practiced ship-launched EMP attacks using Scud missiles--which are in the
possession of scores of nations and even terrorist groups. An EMP attack launched off a
ship, since Scuds are commonplace and a warhead detonated in outer space would leave no
bomb debris for forensic analysis, could enable rogue states or terrorists to destroy U.S.
critical infrastructures and kill millions of Americans anonymously.
Natural EMP
Mother Nature can also pose an EMP threat. The Sun emits solar flares and coronal
mass ejections that can strike the Earth's magnetosphere and generate a natural EMP in the
form of a geomagnetic storm. Geomagnetic storms rarely effect the United States, but
regularly damage nations located at high northern latitudes, such as Canada, Norway,
Sweden, Finland and Russia. Damage from a normal geomagnetic storm can be severe.
For example, in 1989 a geomagnetic storm over Canada destroyed the electric power grid in
Quebec.
The EMP Commission was the first to discover and report in 2004 that every
hundred years or so the Sun produces a great geomagnetic storm. Great geomagnetic
storms produce effects similar to the E3 EMP from a multi-megaton nuclear weapon, and
so large that it would cover the entire United States--possibly even the entire planet.
Geomagnetic storms, even great geomagnetic storms, generate no E1 or E2, only E3,
technically called the magnetohydrodynamic EMP.
Nonetheless, E3 alone from a great geomagnetic storm is sufficient to end modern
civilization. The EMP produced, given the current state of unpreparedness by the U.S. and
every nation on Earth, could collapse power grids everywhere on the planet and destroy
EHV transformers and other electronic systems that would require years to repair or replace.
Modern civilization cannot exist for a protracted period without electricity. Within
days of a blackout across the U.S., a blackout that could encompass the entire planet,
emergency generators would run out of fuel, telecommunications would cease as would
transportation due to gridlock, and eventually no fuel. Cities would have no running water
and soon, within a few days, exhaust their food supplies. Police, Fire, Emergency Services
and hospitals cannot long operate in a blackout. Government and Industry also need
electricity in order to operate.
The EMP Commission warns that a natural or nuclear EMP event, given current
unpreparedness, would likely result in societal collapse.
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The last great geomagnetic storm was in 1859, called the "Carrington Event" after
the astronomer who noted the phenomenon. The 1859 great geomagnetic storm caused fires
in telegraph stations and burned the just laid transatlantic cable, but its effects were not
catastrophic because electronic systems were few and not essential to society in 1859.
Great geomagnetic storms are recognizable in historical records because they produce
highly unusual effects, like the appearance of the Aurora Borealis at the equator, that even
common people often record in letters and diaries.
No great geomagnetic storm has occurred in the modern era, in which society
depends for its very existence on electronics. Most specialists believe a great geomagnetic
storm is overdue, since this once a century phenomenon last occurred in 1859. Many
scientists believe a great geomagnetic storm is most likely to occur during the solar
maximum, when solar flares and coronal mass ejections that cause geomagnetic storms
increase sharply in frequency. The solar maximum recurs every 11 years, next in 20122013.
NASA and the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) published a blue-ribbon study
independently confirming the warning of the EMP Commission about the threat posed by a
great geomagnetic storm. The EMP Commission and the NASA-NAS reports, and several
subsequent independent studies, conclude that if a great geomagnetic storm like the 1859
Carrington Event happened today, millions could die.
Non-Nuclear EMP Weapons
Radiofrequency weapons of widely varying designs--some using conventional
explosions to generate an EMP, others using microwave emitters to direct energy at a target,
for example--can destroy, damage and disrupt electronic systems at short ranges. Nonnuclear EMP weapons seldom have ranges or a radius of effect greater than one kilometer,
and usually much less than this.
Some scientists credibly claim that non-nuclear EMP weapons can be developed
having a radius of effect of tens of kilometers. However, no nation has yet demonstrated
such a capability, including the United States, which has worked to develop advanced
radiofrequency weapons for many years. Even such advanced non-nuclear EMP weapons
would still be limited and localized in their effects, compared to the nationwide effects of a
nuclear EMP attack or the planetary effects of a great geomagnetic storm.
Microwave radiation is the lethal mechanism usually employed by non-nuclear EMP
weapons, an effect somewhat comparable but not identical to E1 from a nuclear weapon.
Radiofrequency weapons produce no E2 or E3 pulse.
Terrorists, criminals, and even lone individuals can build a non-nuclear EMP
weapon without great trouble or expense, working from unclassified designs publicly
available on the internet, and using parts available at any electronics store. In 2000, the
Terrorism Panel of the House Armed Services Committee sponsored an experiment,
recruiting a small team of amateur electronics enthusiasts to attempt constructing a
radiofrequency weapon, relying only on unclassified design information and parts
purchased from Radio Shack. The team, in one year, built two radiofrequency weapons of
radically different designs. One was designed to fit inside the shipping crate for a Xerox
machine, so it could be delivered to the Pentagon mail room where (in those more
unguarded days before 9/11) it could slowly fry the Pentagon's computers. The other
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radiofrequency weapon was designed to fit inside a small Volkswagon bus, so it could be
driven down Wall Street and disrupt computers--and perhaps the national economy.
Both designs were demonstrated and tested successfully during a special
congressional hearing for this purpose at the U.S. Army's Aberdeen Proving Ground.
Radiofrequency weapons are not merely a hypothetical threat. Terrorists, criminals,
and disgruntled individuals have used home-made radiofrequency weapons. The U.S.
military and foreign militaries have a wide variety of such weaponry.
Moreover, non-nuclear EMP devices that could be used as radiofrequency weapons
are publicly marketed for sale to anyone, usually advertised as "EMP simulators." For
example, one such simulator is advertised for public sale as an "EMP Suitcase." This EMP
simulator is designed to look like a suitcase, can be carried and operated by one person, and
is purpose built with a high energy radiofrequency output to destroy electronics. However,
it has only a short radius of effect. Nonetheless, a terrorist or deranged individual who
knows what he is doing, who has studied the electric grid for a major metropolitan area,
could-- armed with the "EMP Suitcase"--blackout a major city.
A Clear and Present Danger
Emphasis is warranted that the nuclear EMP threat is not merely theoretical--it is
real, a clear and present danger. Nuclear EMP attack is the perfect asymmetric weapon for
state actors who wish to level the battlefield by neutralizing the great technological
advantage enjoyed by U.S. military forces. EMP is also the ideal means, the only means,
whereby rogue states or terrorists could use a single nuclear weapon to destroy the United
States and prevail in the War on Terrorism or some other conflict with a single blow. The
EMP Commission also warned that states or terrorists could exploit U.S. vulnerability to
EMP attack for coercion or blackmail: "Therefore, terrorists or state actors that possess
relatively unsophisticated missiles armed with nuclear weapons may well calculate that,
instead of destroying a city or military base, they may obtain the greatest political-military
utility from one or a few such weapons by using them--or threatening their use--in an EMP
attack."
The EMP Commission found that states such as Russia, China, North Korea, and
Iran have incorporated EMP attack into their military doctrines, and openly describe making
EMP attacks against the United States. Indeed, the EMP Commission was established by
Congress partly in response to a Russian nuclear EMP threat made to an official
Congressional Delegation on May 2, 1999, in the midst of the Balkans crisis. Vladimir
Lukin, head of the Russian delegation and a former Ambassador to the United States,
warned: "Hypothetically, if Russia really wanted to hurt the United States in retaliation for
NATO's bombing of Yugoslavia, Russia could fire an SLBM and detonate a single nuclear
warhead at high altitude over the United States. The resulting EMP would massively
disrupt U.S. communications and computer systems, shutting down everything."
China's military doctrine also openly describes EMP attack as the ultimate
asymmetric weapon, as it strikes at the very technology that is the basis of U.S. power.
Where EMP is concerned, "The United States is more vulnerable to attacks than any other
country in the world":
Some people might think that things similar to the "Pearl Harbor Incident'
are unlikely to take place during the information age. Yet it could be
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regarded as the 'Pearl Harbor Incident' of the 21st Century if a surprise
attack is conducted against the enemy's crucial information systems of
command, control, and communications by such means as...electromagnetic
pulse weapons...Even a superpower like the United States, which possesses
nuclear missiles and powerful armed forces, cannot guarantee its immunity
...In their own words, a highly computerized open society like the United
States is extremely vulnerable to electronic attacks from all sides. This is
because the U.S. economy, from banks to telephone systems and from
power plants to iron and steel works, relies entirely on computer networks....
When a country grows increasingly powerful economically and
technologically...it will become increasingly dependent on modern
information systems....The United States is more vulnerable to attacks than
any other country in the world.
Iran--the world's leading sponsor of international terrorism--in military writings
openly describes EMP as a terrorist weapon, and as the ultimate weapon for prevailing over
the West: "If the world's industrial countries fail to devise effective ways to defend
themselves against dangerous electronic assaults, then they will disintegrate within a few
years....American soldiers would not be able to find food to eat nor would they be able to
fire a single shot."
The threats are not merely words. The EMP Commission assesses that Russia has,
as it openly declares in military writings, probably developed what Russia describes as a
"Super-EMP" nuclear weapon--specifically designed to generate extraordinarily high EMP
fields in order to paralyze even the best protected U.S. strategic and military forces. China
probably also has Super-EMP weapons. North Korea too may possess or be developing a
Super-EMP nuclear weapon, as alleged by credible Russian sources to the EMP
Commission, and by open source reporting from South Korean military intelligence. But
any nuclear weapon, even a low-yield first generation device, could suffice to make a
catastrophic EMP attack on the United States. Iran, although it is assessed as not yet having
the bomb, is actively testing missile delivery systems and has practiced launches of its best
missile, the Shahab-III, fuzing for high-altitude detonations, in exercises that look
suspiciously like training for making EMP attacks. As noted earlier, Iran has also practiced
launching from a ship a Scud, the world's most common missile--possessed by over 60
nations, terrorist groups, and private collectors. A Scud might be the ideal choice for a
ship-launched EMP attack against the U.S. intended to be executed anonymously, to escape
any last gasp U.S. retaliation. Unlike a nuclear weapon detonated in a city, a high-altitude
EMP attack leaves no bomb debris for forensic analysis, no perpetrator "fingerprints."
EMP Vulnerabilities
Today's microelectronics are the foundation of our modern civilization, but are over
one million times more vulnerable to EMP than the far more primitive and robust
electronics of the 1960s, that proved vulnerable during nuclear EMP tests of that era. Tests
conducted by the EMP Commission confirmed empirically the theory that, as modern
microelectronics become ever smaller and more efficient, and operate ever faster on lower
voltages, they also become ever more vulnerable, and can be destroyed or disrupted by
much lower EMP field strengths.
Microelectronics and electronic systems are everywhere, and run virtually
everything in the modern world. All of the civilian critical infrastructures that sustain the
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economy of the United States, and the lives of 310 million Americans, depend, directly or
indirectly, upon electricity and electronic systems.
Of special concern is the vulnerability to EMP of the Extra High-Voltage (EHV)
transformers, that are indispensable to the operation of the electric grid. EHV transformers
drive electric current over long distances, from the point of generation to consumers (from
the Niagara Falls hydroelectric facility to New York City, for example). The electric grid
cannot operate without EHV transformers--which could be destroyed by an EMP event.
The United States no longer manufactures EHV transformers. They must be manufactured
and imported from overseas, from Germany or South Korea, the only two nations in the
world that manufacture such transformers for export. Each EHV transformer must be
custom made for its unique role in the grid. A single EHV transformer typically requires 18
months to manufacture. The loss of large numbers of EHV transformers to an EMP event
would plunge the United States into a protracted blackout lasting years, with perhaps no
hope of eventual recovery, as the society and population probably could not survive for
even one year without electricity.
Another key vulnerability to EMP are Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
systems (SCADAs). SCADAs essentially are small computers, numbering in the millions
and ubiquitous everywhere in the critical infrastructures, that perform jobs previously
performed by hundreds of thousands of human technicians during the 1960s and before, in
the era prior to the microelectronics revolution. SCADAs do things like regulating the flow
of electricity into a transformer, controlling the flow of gas through a pipeline, or running
traffic control lights. SCADAs enable a few dozen people to run the critical infrastructures
for an entire city, whereas previously hundreds or even thousands of technicians were
necessary. Unfortunately, SCADAs are especially vulnerable to EMP.
EHV transformers and SCADAs are the most important vulnerabilities to EMP, but
are by no means the only vulnerabilities. Each of the critical infrastructures has their own
unique vulnerabilities to EMP:
The national electric grid, with its transformers and generators and electronic
controls and thousands of miles of power lines, is a vast electronic machine--more
vulnerable to EMP than any other critical infrastructure. Yet the electric grid is the most
important of all critical infrastructures, and is in fact the keystone supporting modern
civilization, as it powers all the other critical infrastructures. As of now it is our
technological Achilles Heel. The EMP Commission found that, if the electric grid
collapses, so too will collapse all the other critical infrastructures. But, if the electric grid
can be protected and recovered, so too all the other critical infrastructures can also be
restored.
Transportation is a critical infrastructure because modern civilization cannot exist
without the goods and services moved by road, rail, ship and air. Cars, trucks, locomotives,
ships and aircraft all have electronic components, motors, and controls that are potentially
vulnerable to EMP. Traffic control systems that avert traffic jams and collisions for road,
rail and air depend upon electronic systems, that the EMP Commission discovered are
especially vulnerable to EMP. Gas stations, fuel pipelines, and refineries that make
petroleum products depend upon electronic components and cannot operate without
electricity. Given our current state of unpreparedness, in the aftermath of a natural or
nuclear EMP event, transportation systems would be paralyzed.
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Communications is a critical infrastructure because modern economies and the
cohesion and operation of modern societies depend to a degree unprecedented in history on
the rapid movement of information--accomplished today mostly by electronic means.
Telephones, cell phones, personal computers, television and radio are all directly vulnerable
to EMP, and cannot operate without electricity. Satellites that operate at Low-Earth-Orbit
(LEO) for communications, weather, scientific and military purposes are vulnerable to EMP
and to collateral effects from an EMP attack. Within weeks of an EMP event, the LEO
satellites, which comprise most satellites, would probably be inoperable. In the aftermath of
a nuclear or natural EMP event, under present levels of preparedness, communications
would be severely limited, restricted mainly to those few military communications networks
that are hardened against EMP.
Banking and finance are the critical infrastructure that sustain modern economies.
Whether it is the stock market, the financial records of a multinational corporation, or the
ATM card of an individual--financial transactions and record keeping all depend now at the
macro- and micro-level upon computers and electronic automated systems. Many of these
are directly vulnerable to EMP, and none can operate without electricity. The EMP
Commission found that an EMP event could transform the modern electronic economy into
a feudal economy based on barter.
Food has always been vital to every person and every civilization. The critical
infrastructure for producing, delivering, and storing food depends upon a complex web of
technology, including machines for planting and harvesting and packaging, refrigerated
vehicles for long haul transportation, and temperature controlled warehouses. Modern
technology enables over 98 percent of the U.S. national population to be fed by less than 2
percent of the population. Huge regional warehouses that resupply supermarkets constitute
the national food reserves, enough food to feed the nation for 30-60 days at normal
consumption rates, the warehoused food preserved by refrigeration and temperature control
systems that typically have enough emergency electrical power (diesel or gas generators) to
last only about an average of three days. Experience with storm-induced blackouts proves
that when these big regional food warehouses lose electrical power, most of the food supply
will rapidly spoil. Farmers, less than 2 percent of the population as noted above, cannot
feed 310 million Americans if deprived of the means that currently makes possible this
technological miracle.
Water too has always been a basic necessity to every person and civilization, even
more crucial than food. The critical infrastructure for purifying and delivering potable
water, and for disposing of and treating waste water, is a vast networked machine powered
by electricity that uses electrical pumps, screens, filters, paddles, and sprayers to purify and
deliver drinkable water, and to remove and treat waste water. Much of the machinery in the
water infrastructure is directly vulnerable to EMP. The system cannot operate without vast
amounts of electricity supplied by the power grid. A natural or nuclear EMP event would
immediately deprive most of the U.S. national population of running water. Many natural
sources of water--lakes, streams and rivers--would be dangerously polluted by toxic wastes
from sewage, industry, and hospitals that would backflow from or bypass wastewater
treatment plants, that could no longer intake and treat pollutants without electric power.
Many natural water sources that would normally be safe to drink, after an EMP event,
would be polluted with human wastes including feces, industrial wastes including arsenic
and heavy metals, and hospital wastes including pathogens.
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Emergency services such as police, fire, and hospitals are the critical infrastructure
that upholds the most basic functions of government and society--preserving law and order,
protecting property and life. Experience from protracted storm-induced blackouts has
shown, for example in the aftermath of Hurricanes Andrew and Katrina, that when the lights
go out and communications systems fail and there is no gas for squad cars, fire trucks, and
ambulances, the worst elements of society and the worst human instincts rapidly takeover.
The EMP Commission found that, given our current state of unpreparedness, a natural or
nuclear EMP event could create anarchic conditions that would profoundly challenge the
existence of social order.
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